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of Spindle Formation
Alp7/TACC has been identified as an important target for Ran GTPase in
spindle formation in fission yeast. This discovery underlines a general
role for Ran in orchestrating mitosis in all eukaryotes.Paul R. Clarke1
and Shelley Sazer2
Segregation of replicated
chromosomes on a spindle made
from microtubules is
a characteristic feature of mitosis
in all eukaryotes. In most animal
and plant cells, the spindle is
assembled by the stabilization and
nucleation of microtubules around
condensed chromosomes to form
a bipolar array focussed at the
poles by centrosomes. Formation
of the spindle occurs as the nuclear
envelope is vesicularised or
absorbed into the endoplasmic
reticulum during prometaphase.
This breakdown of the nuclear
compartment allows the
intermingling of soluble
components of the cytoplasm
and nucleoplasm, and removes
the physical barrier between the
chromosomes and the
centrosomes. By contrast, some
eukaryotic microorganisms, such
as yeasts, have a closed mitosis in
which nuclear envelope integrity is
maintained and the spindle is
assembled within the nucleus. In
these cells, the spindle is nucleated
by centrosome equivalents called
spindle pole bodies, which are
embedded in the nuclear envelope,
and elongates as the spindle pole
bodies assume positions on
opposite sides of the nucleus
(Figure 1).
In addition to its general role in
nucleocytoplasmic transport, the
small GTPase Ran has an
important function in spindle
formation (reviewed in [1–3]).
In animal cells, generation of
Ran-GTP at chromosomes by
RCC1, the guanine nucleotide
exchange factor for Ran (RanGEF),
is thought to provide a spatial
signal that directs microtubule
reorganisation through the release
of spindle assembly factors from
inhibitory complexes with
importins, proteins that are alsoinvolved in the transport of proteins
into the nucleus. A number of
Ran-dependent spindle assembly
factors have been found in animal
cells, including TPX2 [4] and HURP
[5,6]. In organisms with a closed
mitosis, however, such factors
have not been identified, although
Ran has been clearly implicated in
spindle formation or chromosome
capture by microtubules in yeasts
[7–10]. A recent paper by Sato and
Toda [11] reports that Alp7,
a coiled-coil microtubule binding
protein also known as Mia1
[12–15], plays a key role in the
function of Ran in the early stages
of spindle formation in the fission
yeast Schizosaccharomyces
pombe.
Sato and Toda [11] used
a temperature-sensitive mutant
form of the S. pombe RanGEF
gene: pim1-F201S, which is not
a loss-of-function allele but, like
previously described mutant
alleles [8], is sensitive to
a microtubule-depolymerizing
drug. The pim1-F201S mutant cells
showed abnormal spindle
structures, deficient in
microtubules and with shortened
distances between spindle pole
bodies, consistent with previous
work indicating that generation of
the GTP-bound form of Ran
(encoded by Spi1 in S. pombe) by
the RanGEF is required for proper
spindle formation [7,8]. Making an
informed guess about a possible
mitotic target of Ran in S. pombe,
Sato and Toda [11] tested the
possible roles of Alp7 and its
partner Alp14, the orthologues of
vertebrate TACC and TOG/
XMAP215, respectively.
Both Alp7 and Alp14 become
concentrated in the nucleus during
early mitosis, and Alp7/Alp14
mutants show similar spindle
defects to the pim1-F201S allele.
Sato and Toda [11] found that Alp7
failed to accumulate in mitotic
nuclei in the pim1-F201S cells.While the nuclear accumulation of
Alp7 did not require Alp14, the
converse was true, indicating that
Alp7 is likely to be the critical target
of Ran-dependent nuclear import.
Alp7 does indeed carry a classical
nuclear localisation signal,
mutation of which did not result in
nuclear exclusion, but prevented
its pim1-dependent mitotic nuclear
accumulation. Although not
demonstrated directly, these
results suggest by analogy that
Alp7 is transported into the nucleus
in a complex with importin a and
importin b, which recognises the
nuclear localisation signal, and this
complex is dissociated in the
nucleus by Ran-GTP.
To test if failure to concentrate
Alp7 in the nucleus is important for
the defects in spindle formation
observed in the pim1-F201S
mutant, Sato and Toda [11] used an
ingenious method of importing
Alp7 and then releasing it from its
inhibitory association with importin
a in a Ran-independent manner.
They did this by expressing Alp7 as
a fusion with green fluorescent
protein (GFP) and a truncated
form of one of the importin
a orthologues in S. pombe, Imp1,
which lacked importin b and
cargo-binding domains. However,
although the fusion protein,
GFP-Imp1DIBB-ED-Alp7, was
localized to the nucleus and
caused accumulation of Alp14, it
failed to localize to spindle pole
bodies or spindles, presumably
because of its inhibitory
association with importin a. To
solve this problem, they linked
Imp1DIBB-ED and Alp7 with
a sequence that is recognised by
the TEV endoprotease, which
when expressed in cells released
Alp7 in the nucleus where it
localized correctly, mimicking the
Ran-GTP-dependent nuclear-
specific release of cargo from
importin a. Importantly, the
Imp1DIBB-ED-tev-Alp7 construct
allowed nuclear accumulation of
Alp7 even in the pim1-F201S
mutant, showing that its transport
was independent of normal
Ran-GTP production.
Remarkably, localization of Alp7
to the nucleus in pim-F201S cells in
this way significantly rescued the
defects in early mitotic spindle
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Figure 1. Model for the role of Ran-GTP generation in spindle formation in either open
or closed mitosis.
Production of Ran-GTP by RanGEF (RCC1/Pim1) at chromosomes during mitosis
directs the import of spindle assembly factors such as Alp7 (in S. pombe cells with
a closed mitosis, bottom) and their release from inhibitory complexes with importins.
In S. pombe, spindle pole bodies are inserted in the nuclear envelope and the spindle
is assembled within the nucleus. In cells with an open mitosis (top), dissolution of the
nuclear envelope allows dispersal of Ran-GTP (blue), allowing communication between
chromosomes and centrosomes.formation and the mitotic delay,
indicating that Alp7 is an important
spindle factor, the localisation of
which is defective when Ran-GTP
production is reduced in this
particular mutant background.
However, nuclear-targeted Alp7
was unable to rescue the spindle
defects of pim-F201S cells in the
absence of Alp14, showing that
Alp14 is required for the function of
Alp7 in spindle formation. Sato and
Toda [11] suggest that Alp14 is
imported into the nucleus together
with Alp7 where it is loaded onto
spindle pole bodies. Nevertheless,
some aspects of the pleiotropic
mitotic phenotype of pim1
mutants, such as defects in cell
separation and chromosome
decondensation, were not
corrected by nuclear targeting of
Alp7, indicating that other factors
must be involved in these
processes.
One important aspect of current
models of how Ran directs spindle
formation in cells with an open
mitosis is that importins inhibit the
function of spindle assembly
factors until released by Ran-GTP
[1–3]. From the work of Sato and
Toda [11], it is as yet unclear if this
is also the case for Alp7, or whetherRan-GTP is simply necessary to
import the protein into the nucleus.
However, previous work has
indicated that defects in mitosis
caused by mutation of Ran or
RCC1 are not simply due to
reduction of nuclear transport [8].
It is therefore possible that the
interaction of Alp7 and Alp14, or
the interaction of Alp7 with spindle
pole bodies and the spindle, is
regulated within the nucleus
through its interaction with
importin a.
In cells with an open mitosis,
a gradient of Ran-GTP
concentrations decreasing away
from chromosomes may provide
a spatial signal for spindle
formation [16,17]. This model
suggests that distinct reactions
occur at different concentrations of
Ran-GTP, although this has not yet
been formally demonstrated. There
is evidence that Ran-dependent
processes differ in their sensitivity
to Ran-GTP levels in fission yeast
[8]. However, there is no evidence
so far for a Ran-GTP gradient being
generated within the intact nucleus
of a cell with a closed mitosis.
Instead, a high concentration of
Ran-GTP may be simply necessary
to concentrate factors such as Alp7in the nucleus and permit its mitotic
function, while affinity for specific
structures such as spindle pole
bodies may direct its localized
function within the nucleus. In an
open mitosis, long-distance
communication with
chromosomes by the dispersal of
Ran-GTP may also involve the
interaction of Ran-released factors
with structures such as
centrosomes [17].
Although Ran-GTP appears to
function in essentially the same
way in cells with open and closed
mitoses by releasing spindle
assembly factors from importins,
there may be differences in the key
target proteins. In the case of Alp7,
there is apparently some
divergence in that its vertebrate
orthologue TACC may not be
a direct target for Ran, but is rather
controlled indirectly through TPX2,
which activates Aurora A kinase
that phosphorylates TACC at
centrosomes, as well as through
effects of Ran on HURP, which
forms a complex with TOG/
XMAP215 [18]. Thus, while the
regulation of TACC and TOG may
be universal, the way that Ran
influences their functions seems to
differ between vertebrates and
fission yeast.
One critical question regarding
Alp7 and Alp14 and their function in
spindle formation is what
determines their accumulation in
the nucleus at mitosis. It is as yet
unclear if Imp1 or Cut15, the only
other importin a, direct the nuclear
import of Alp7/Alp14, but the two
importins have different roles
during mitosis, suggesting that
they have distinct substrates [19].
Interestingly, Cut15 accumulates
in the nucleus at mitosis and is
involved in chromatin
condensation [20]. One possibility
is that, during a closed mitosis,
there is a general change in the
Ran-dependent nuclear transport
system that concentrates factors
in the nucleus and promotes
spindle formation, analogous to
the access of cytoplasmic
proteins to the chromosomes in
cells where the nuclear envelope
breaks down.
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(the closed-spiracle or C phase).
Negligible external gas exchange
occurs, so oxygen concentration
within the trachea falls and CO2
concentration rises. At a critical
oxygen concentration of about
4–5% the spiracles start to ‘flutter’
(the F phase begins) and oxygen
enters through the spiracles at
a rate equivalent to mitochondrial
respiration. The primary entry
mechanism is diffusion [7], but
bulk flow down a pressure
gradient, generated by removal
of oxygen from the tracheal
space, may also play a role in
minimizing water loss during the
F phase [6].
This is all well and good. The
mitochondria stoke their fires while
the animal conserves its scarce
water reserves. Yet the
mitochondria also generate CO2.
Some CO2 escapes by diffusion
and is measurable with sensitive
instrumentation, but this amounts
to only about 15–25% of the
insect’s mitochondrial rate of
CO2 production.
